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Eastern Illinois University Youth Theatre Touring Company 1999
in conjunction with
The Tarble Arts Center
presents

7:00 p.m. Thursday, November 11, 1999
in the Studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Proceeds to benefit Charleston Food Pantry
Stupid Marco
by Jean K. Wolski

Directed & Designed by: Mary Yarbrough
House Manager: Dennis Malak

Cast
In Order of Appearance

Marco: Chad Christensen
Pence: Kari Jones
Queen Margaret: Teresa Warren
Bartholomew: Andrew Reaves
Baroness Beulah, a mechanical doll: Randi Morris*
Royal Tutor: Michael Papaleo
Pip: Michelle Fravel*
Squeak: Marcus Hendricks
Sylvia: Beth Frahm
Roseanne of Dwindle: Simone Piazzisi
Flyfot: Damen Edwards*, Kevin Burke
Gatekeeper: Kevin Burke/Karen Azua
Princess Aurelia: Maria Matalas
Bullies: Maria Matalas, Kevin Burke, Damen Edwards,
        Simone Piazzisi, Karen Azua

Four Faces of Fear: Andrew Reaves, Diane Didominicis,
        Teresa Warren, Simone Piazzisi

Special Thanks to
Karen Eisenhour
J. Sain*
Jean Wolski
Parker Melvin
Tarble Arts Center

* indicates membership in Alpha Psi Omega, Alpha Alpha Zeta Cast,
Honorary Dramatic Fraternity at Eastern Illinois University